Reiki to the Rescue
One Reiki Master’s Experience of Teaching Reiki Online
by Rose O’Connor

D

O YOU KNOW that feel-

ing when something presents
itself to you, and you shove
it aside, letting it know that you just
aren’t interested? Then that thing or
that person just keeps at it, continually appearing here, there, and everywhere, and no matter how much you
push it aside, it just won’t go away!
That was my initial introduction to
the Holy Fire® Online Reiki Master
Training webinar, “How to Teach Reiki Classes Online.”
The purpose of the webinar, which
is available now as a recording, is to
upgrade a Holy Fire® III teacher’s energy, giving the ability to teach Reiki
in a virtual classroom.1 My first reaction was, “Nope, not me.” My second
reaction was, “Really, no thanks,” and
then each day, thoughts of this training showed up in my meditation. My
conscious mind wasn’t even thinking
about it, yet it just kept showing up.
Because of a glitch in my e-mail system, I never received the invitation
from William Rand for the upcoming
webinar, which happened quickly, in
a matter of days after I learned about
it. But when I received an e-mail from
Colleen Benelli about this same event,
I took one look at it and watched
all of my resistance disappear, like a
troop of retreating soldiers.The reason I’m sharing this with you is that I
think the energy that gently and persistently guided me to take this class is
the same energy that we are receiving

with it. For me, one of the happy “side
effects” of this upgrade is the melting
away of my resistance to things. Resistance to change, resistance to master
things I might not think I can do, resistance to being the best part of myself that I can be. An uncovering, as
described by Reiki in this training, of
my Authentic Self.
Since receiving this training, I have
been finding that this energy is genuinely one of empowerment on a level
that I have never experienced in this
way. I have felt empowered many
times in my life by the wonder that
is Reiki, but this empowerment acts
differently. It acts from the place of
a perfectly healed ego, one that helps
us to manifest our lives here in the 3D
world, a world in which we suddenly
lose the need to prove anything or be
anyone except precisely who we are.
To me, this energy allows us to emanate the Divine while staying grounded in our human bodies. It directs us
as if from behind the scenes, like any
superb director, with its loving and
pure guidance, and gives us all the
help we need to accomplish our divine
purpose here on Earth.
I think one of the most significant
factors I have felt since receiving the
Holy Fire® III Online energy is that
not only do I feel I can accomplish
anything I am called to do, but I am
confident in knowing just what that
is at all times, and then becoming
empowered to do it. I know I can ask
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and will receive all the help I need, be
it with technology, extra hands to do
extra work, or the energy to transmit
Reiki in a virtual setting.
Just three weeks after the webinar,
my schedule included teaching a Holy
Fire® III Reiki II class, so I quickly converted it to online training. Never one
to swim in the shallow end, I trusted in
Reiki that I would be ready. A few days
after training, I received a call from my
daughter, who was currently not working due to the shutdown of many businesses. She shared with me how much
Reiki meant to her and offered to help
me in any way she could in the upcoming weeks or months. It was an answer
to a prayer as I recognized I had to do
some fast maneuvering to be thoroughly ready for this virtual class. Although
I never hesitate to jump into the void,
I still intend to show up well-prepared.
In the following days, I opened
a Zoom account, conducted a few
practice meetings with students, and
worked individually on all the pieces
of this class I would be presenting. I
wrote up my lectures as I always do,
including extra teaching points to
present online. I learned how to add
a background to my computer for
the meditations. I found a space that
would be conducive to hold the class. I
continued to receive downloads from
Reiki about the class and teaching it.
Reiki inspired me with a few new exercises to use, and I adjusted the suggested outline slightly for these students
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who had taken Reiki Level I in person
with me a few months prior.
I’ll be honest. There was a lot of
preparation for this first online training, but I welcomed it and felt inspired.
I continued to hear Reiki whispering
in my ear, encouraging me to keep going, to have faith in the process, and
know that Reiki would take care of
all. Ever since my very first Holy Fire®
training in January 2014 with William
Rand, his words have never left me—
that Holy Fire® gives us a feeling that
everything is already all right.
Reiki continued to support me with
the technology piece. I was getting
support from my daughter, and also
received help from my website person,
and I was so grateful for all of it. It was
as if Reiki had come to the rescue in
more ways than one to show me that
this could work!
I taught the class over two days, allowing five hours each day. It turned
out to be the right amount of time for
all of us, not too long that we got itchy
feet, yet plenty of time to explore all
aspects of the training. I felt so much
love for these returning students and
appreciated their attentiveness and
the sacred manner they brought to
our virtual classroom.
From the moment I voiced the
beginning invocation of our class together, Reiki was flowing profoundly
through our circle. My hands were on
fire, and my entire body was vibrating.
I could feel Reiki’s love flowing to and
through each of us, not separated by
physical distance, but joined by Reiki. I realized then that this is one of
the profound ways that Reiki is here
showing us during our time of social
distancing that there is no distance between our hearts; there is no distance
between us with Reiki.
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The lectures went smoothly, and I
felt Reiki bringing the words through
me. I noticed that the words felt more
precisely guided than ever, and I
thanked the upgraded energy for that.
Despite the fluster I experienced the
previous day, when my internet service went out for a while, the internet
connection during class time was excellent. I found that the best option
was to mute everyone except for the
person speaking.
We all worked together, and the
students also worked in pairs in their
breakout rooms. It proved to be a
smooth flow, and the feedback and
connection between the students was
beautiful to watch. The experience of
Holy Love we shared seemed to take
“a layer off” for the students, as Colleen Benelli would say, “removing the
ways and worries of the world” from
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their shoulders, allowing them to settle in for what was to come.
The first afternoon they all passed
their symbol test with flying colors,
and it was time for their Level II Placement. When I finished the guided portion and sat back in my chair, I just
happened to glance down at my open
book and saw the word “surrender.”
It reminded me anew what William
taught us about Holy Fire® Reiki—
that whenever we conduct an Experience, Placement, or Ignition, an all-important step for the teacher is to surrender to the ones delivering this Divine energy. This step is significant because when we teach online, we could
become caught up in the technology’s
energy around our presentation, and
Reiki reminds us what’s most important of all—just to surrender to the
helpful guides who are bringing this to

My Authentic Self
Rose O'Connor
It is in the sweetness of observing the Self
that healing is happening
First the unveiling of the Culturally Created Self
born of long decades, made of strong stuff
Like finding a small crack in hard plaster
then breaking it apart piece by piece
Letting loose at the same time the Dormant Self
those childhood places and spaces
that were hidden so long ago
Now able to bless them, forgive them, accept them
knowing there’s enough Divine Love inside
to hold them all
Then gently blowing away like a dandelion’s fuzz
the bits no longer needed
Suddenly now standing taller
Seeing exactly what others have always seen
My Authentic Self
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us at this time. The moment I stepped
into the space of surrender, I sensed
the Brothers and Sisters of the Light
surrounding and filling us all with
their beautiful light of pure love.
I was bathed in the healing energy,
knowing the students also were and did
not want it to end. The students came
back slowly, and the energy that came
from them was so pure and peace-filled
it almost wasn’t necessary to speak. But
speak, we did, and they shared some
beautiful personal moments. One student had a mystical experience and flew
around the world as a bird, meeting up
with enlightened beings on her journey.
Another student quietly stated words
that still ring within my heart, “Someone once told me the Universe loves a
good conversation. So too, Reiki loves
an invitation and an opportunity to
share great love and healing.” We all
sank in deeply to that space of love for
the rest of the class time together.
The second day was all about the
practice of Reiki using the symbols
and integrating distance Reiki. There
was no distance, however, between
us. They had immediate practice us-

ing the bridge of HSZSN, and learning firsthand the deeper meaning of
the symbol—“the origin of all is pure
consciousness.”2 In fact, with all the
Level II classes I facilitated over the
past twelve years, none have allowed
students to go so deeply into this concept of no time, no space, no distance
as this virtual training did.
We followed up our Level II online training with a two-hour virtual
Reiki Share the following week, and
I saw and heard firsthand the shifts
these students were experiencing because of this class.
We never know what life has in store
for us from day to day or even moment
to moment. In a world that has called
in the advent of teaching Reiki online,
one of the precious lessons I am learning is to do my best to remain open to
anything, and, just for today, be grateful for each moment. Reiki came to the
rescue with a method and an energy
that allows us to continue to teach in
a virtual setting, despite what our outer
world might look like. No matter what
you choose, from now on with your
Reiki teaching, my hope is just that
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we all continue to stay strong in our
hearts, in our hands, and our communities with Reiki. 1
Holy Fire® is the registered
service mark of William Lee Rand.

Rose O’Connor is an Usui/
Holy Fire® III Reiki Master, a
Holy Fire® III Karuna Reiki®
Master. She is also certified
to practice and teach
Animal Reiki in the Let
Animals Lead®️ method founded by Kathleen
Prasad. Her passions include sharing Reiki
with animals and their human companions,
writing, teaching, traveling, and communing
with nature. She shares Reiki in Colorado and
Pennsylvania, and around the world. Please
write to her anytime at rose@reikislove.com,
as she would love to hear from you!
Endnotes
1

Holy Fire® Online Reiki Master Training
Recording. www.reiki.org/store/miscellaneous/
holy-fire-online-reiki-master-training-recording.

2

William Lee Rand, Reiki, The Healing Touch
First and Second-Degree Manual (Southfield,
MI: Vision Publications, February 2016), 49.
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